DSAC Question: What is the status of the Stormwater Replacement Fee (reduce/suspend payments into the fund)?

City of Raleigh Response: As of 10/2020 Staff has met with the City Attorney’s office and is gathering information on the current cost of construction of the current number of privately maintained Stormwater Control Measures within the City’s jurisdiction. Currently, there are 2100+ privately maintained Stormwater Devices that have been constructed since our Stormwater Ordinance went into effect (2001). As of 12/2020 no additional updates available.

Response Provided By: Ben Brown

DSAC Question: Are there any updates on the status of the Public Access Easement standard legal form? Are there any others that are being worked on?

City of Raleigh Response: The locked form template for the Public Access Easement has been reviewed by the City Attorney’s Office and Transportation staff and is now ready to be put into use. Daniel King will be working with Alysia Bailey-Taylor and Nicole Ward in Planning and Development to get this template on the website for use in the next 2 weeks. The other easement templates will also be updated at that time to correct some very small consistency issues, and to update the approval signature block.

Response Provided By: Daniel King

DSAC Question: Which fees are expected to be reviewed for the FY 2022 budget?

City of Raleigh Response: Attached is a proposed fee review document for FY 2022. Adjustments are still being made to this. Discussions are being had regarding larger fee items such as Bond Fee-in-Lieu, Urban Forestry Fee-in-Lieu, Capital Facility Fees, Open Space Fees, Thoroughfare Fees, Planning Fees and Matrix Department Fees are all be considered for FY 2023 budget with the assistance of a consultant. Ideally, we would like to incorporate these fees in the 1/3 review process, however the ability to do so will be dependent on Citywide financial goals and impacts.

Response Provided By: Karen Ray
**DSAC Question:** What is the status of the EnerGov update?

**City of Raleigh Response:** On the weekend of December 4th the City IT department, with the assistance of matrix department staff, upgraded EnerGov to EnerGov 2020. This version, will allow us to integrate with Bluebeam for a more streamlined process management.

In the first quarter of calendar year 2020, we expect to have Residential new construction available for clients to directly submit applications and plans.

**Response Provided By:** Karen Ray

---

**DSAC Question:** What is the status of fee calculator?

**City of Raleigh Response:** The fee calculator is now available at [https://maps.raleighnc.gov/permit-calculators/raleighwater](https://maps.raleighnc.gov/permit-calculators/raleighwater)

**Response Provided By:** John Sorrell